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CORRIGENDUM 
CORRECTIONS TO “THE INTERSECTION DOLD-THOM 
THEOREM” 
PAWEL GAJER 
(Receioed 19 October 1996) 
It was kindly pointed out by Prof. Burt Totaro to the author that the homology of the 
simplicial set 1$(X) is not isomorphic to the perversity p intersection homology of X. Thus, 
Theorem 2.1 of [4] is incorrect. This follows from the formula in Example 2 on p. 944 in [4]. 
Indeed, for X a cone over a smooth closed connected manifold N of dimension 2k - 1, the 
homotopy groups of Z,S(X) vanish in degrees greater than 2k - 2 - p(2k). In particular, if 
N is a closed simply connected five-dimensional manifold with x2(N) = Z and ~5 is a perver- 
sity such that p(2k) = k - 1 for k 3 1, then Z,S(X) is a K(Z, 2), hence it has non-trivial 
homology in even degrees, but the perversity j intersection homology of X is zero in degrees 
greater than k - 1. The reason H, (IDS(X)) is not isomorphic to I,H, (X) is that for every 
chain 1 Ili~i in AG(I,S(X)) the perversity conditions are imposed on all faces of pi, for all i, 
even those that cancel out in ?(C nioi). In Section 4.3 of [4], where Theorem 2.1 is used to 
construct a natural transformation 
cp*:I,H .+ -+Ipn*” AG, (1) 
the complex AG (la S(X)) should be replaced by a chain complex I, C,(X) of singular chains 
r = Cnlal such that for every s and 1 
dim a; ’ (X’) < dim(a,) - s + p(s) 
and if C WjlCj is a non-degenerate representation of at, then for every s and j 
dim Kj ‘(X’) < dim(Kj) - s + p(s). 
Z&,(X) is a version of King’s [l] perversity p singular chain complex with a bit different 
from his interpretation of the inequality dim 6’(X”) < IZ for a continuous map o : Ak + X; 
for us this inequality means that 6 ‘(X’) is contained in a subpolyhedron of Ak of 
dimension less than n. For King it means that 6 ‘(X’) is contained in a skeleton of Ak 
of dimension less than n. King showed that the homology of his perversity j singular chain 
complex is isomorphic to the perversity p intersection homology of X. He also pointed out 
on p. 151 of [l] that any reasonable interpretation of the inequality dim g- ’ (X’) < n leads 
to a chain complex with the same homology as his perversity p singular chain complex. 
Thus, H,(I,-C,(X)) is the perversity p intersection homology of X. 
Let 1 nici be a singular k-chain of a polyhedron X. The assignment s H 1 nioi(s) defines 
a continuous map q(Cniai): Ak -+ AG(X). AS was shown in Section 4.3 of [4], cp is 
a simplicial map AG(S(X)) + S(AG(X)), and therefore it induces a chain map 
(AG(S(X)), d/i) + (S(AG(X))> 8,) 
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where (AG(S(X)),a,) is the standard singular chain complex of X and for every element 
c: Ak -+ FIG(X) of S(AG(X)) the boundary &(cr) is a map 
i (-l)jdja:Ak-1 +AG(X). 
j=O 
It is easy to see that cycles and boundaries of the subcomplex Z&,(X) of (AG(S(X)), a,) are 
sent by ‘p* to cycles and boundaries, respectively, of the subcomplex (Z,S(AG(X)),&) of 
(S(AG(X)), 8s). Therefore, ‘p* induces a homomorphism 
H,(Z,C,(X)) -+ ZUZ,S(AG(X))Js). 
Since H,(Z,C,(X)) E Z+,(X) and the groups H,(Z,S(AG(X)),ds) can be identified with 
the homotopy groups n*(Z$(AG(X))) of the simplicial group Z,S(AG(X)) (see [3, Proposi- 
tion 17.43; [2, Theorem 6.1, Ch. VIII]), we get the required natural transformation (1). The 
rest of the proof of the intersection Dold-Thorn theorem goes without any changes. 
Theorem 2.1 has been also used in the proof of Theorem 2.10. The author has not found 
an alternative prove of Theorem 2.10 or any counterexample to its statement. 
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